Alternatives that last a lifetime...
...Improve the value of your home today!

Vinyl Products

Fencing • Gates • Railings • Decking • Arbors • Accessories

stablished in 1994, Vinyl Fence Depot has been manufacturing, fabricating and installing quality vinyl fencing products for over 20 years. As one of
the first family-owned vinyl products companies, Vinyl Fence Depot takes pride in delivering a quality product with outstanding customer service.

Specializing in Vinyl Fencing, Railings, Decking, Patio Covers, Gazebos, Gates and Arbors, we take it to the next step by providing custom designs
and layouts for each client. Since no two properties are symmetrical, we individually customize, fabricate and install each vinyl project for each client.
Each member of our staff is a trained professional in design, layout and building codes which means to you, your project will be done right the first
time while improving the value of your home.

Vinyl Fence Depot knows that in any industry, to be successful; you have to set yourself apart. Our philosophy is simple: exceed customers’ expectations
and you build customers for life.
Visit our Van Nuys factory and showroom or our Santa Clarita showroom to view samples or call us to arrange a free consultation at your property. Choosing the right
product to accomplish your needs and improve your property value is an art. Our service professionals will not only get you there but will also make it fun to discover the
possibilities.

The base ingredient is a rigid PVC (polyvinyl chloride) polymer compound with a high level of titanium dioxide (Ti02) pigment for long term, ultraviolet (UV) light resistance and
impact modifiers for superior strength. The formulation is similar to that of high quality vinyl siding and windows, which have a proven history of long term durability and structural
integrity.

What is the warranty on Vinyl Fence Depot products?

All of our products carry a manufacturer’s residential limited lifetime warranty. The warranty for multi-family and commercial uses is 30 years.

How strong are Vinyl Fence Depot products?

Vinyl Fence Depot products are strengthened with impact modifiers during extrusion and have been tailored to exceed the requirements necessary for performance of the products.

Will Vinyl Fence Depot products turn yellow or deteriorate like resin patio furniture?

No. Vinyl Fence Depot products contain the ideal amount of non-chalking titanium dioxide (Ti02) and high quality stabilizers, which prevents ultraviolet degradation. All Vinyl
Fence Depot products carry the manufacturer’s lifetime warranty against discoloration and have been field proven to maintain their color.

How long has Vinyl Fence Depot been around?

Vinyl Fence Depot has been serving Southern California’s needs for Fencing, Decking, Railings, Gazebos and Patio Covers since 1994.

Are Vinyl Fence Depot products maintenance free?

Vinyl Fence Depot products require a limited amount of maintenance. Under normal conditions this maintenance is in the form of washing the fence to keep it looking new.

How do you clean Vinyl Fence Depot products?

At Vinyl Fence Depot we truly offer “Alternatives that last a Lifetime”.

As with all exterior products, our fence can become dirty when exposed to the elements. A mild detergent and water should be sufficient to keep your fence or deck railing looking
new. For tough stains, “soft scrub” or baking soda works well. Simple green and super fine steel wool (0000) also works to clean stubborn stains.

Vinyl Advantages

How do Vinyl Fence Depot products stand up in the wind?

Vinyl Fence Depot products are designed to withstand normal wind load. We have engineered wind load tests to 110 mph, without any internal post support. Greater wind load
resistance can be accomplished using internal supports.

What is Virgin Vinyl?

This is 100% new vinyl with UV inhibitors, stabilizers and impact modifiers throughout the entire product.

No Maintenance • No Painting • No Discoloring • No Termites • No Rotten Posts • No Splinters
No Twisting • No Sagging • No Bowing • No Splitting • No Peeling • No Shrinking

Can you make gates from the product?

We make gates from the same vinyl material used for fencing. Vinyl Fence Depot uses a variety of special techniques to produce strong, long lasting gates.

How tall can I make a fence?

We can typically make the fence as tall as it needs to be; anywhere from 12 inches to 10 feet.

Colors

Are Vinyl Fence Depot products graffiti proof?
White 		
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What are Vinyl Fence Depot products made of?		

Vinyl Fence Depot Frequently Asked Questions

Vinyl Fence Depot Introduction

E

Introduction

Frequently Asked Questions

Adobe		

Beige

Gray

Tan

Mocha Walnut

Marble

Although not classified as graffiti proof, vinyl fencing is fairly easy to clean and most graffiti comes off with just a little effort. Often, the graffiti can be removed with “simple green”
detergent and a soft cloth. In more severe cases, use super fine steel wool (0000), either by itself, or with “simple green” or in extreme cases, use with lacquer thinner and dry with a
soft cloth quickly afterwards.
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Benefits:

Solid Privacy Two Tone

3 Rail Mocha Walnut Privacy

• Looks the same on both sides “Good Neighbor Fence”
• No brackets, all posts are routed and all rails are locked into the posts
• Engineered to withstand 110 mph + winds
• Available in any heights from 12 inches to 10 feet tall
• Cleans easily with soap and water
• No Peeling or Splintering
• No Painting
• No Yellowing
• No Cracking or Warping

Solid Privacy

Solid Privacy Sloped Landscape

Privacy

Vinyl Privacy Fencing

Vinyl Privacy Fencing

Vinyl Privacy Fences have tongue and groove pickets that lock together to create a full privacy environment for your
home or property. There are a variety of vinyl fencing styles, designs, and colors available. Where privacy and
appearance are of the utmost importance, Vinyl Fence Depot can create the style and look to benefit any home,
business, apartment complex or HOA standards.

Privacy with Standard Lattice

Privacy with Alternating Pickets

Basket Weave (Semi Privacy)
Privacy at Alternating Heights

Solid Privacy with Pickets Accent
Shadow Box with Lattice
(Semi Privacy)
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“Would like to let you know that I was very impressed with Levon M. He was extremely helpful and went out of his way to solve our issues.”
- Michael J (E-Mail)

Privacy with Square Lattice

“Overall, my experience with Vinyl Fence Depot was awesome!” –Glen S. (Yelp)
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A home with a white picket fence is the quintessential symbol of achieving the American dream. Our vinyl picket fences add classic style and charm to any yard or landscape. They are ideal for defining boundaries and for keeping small
children or pets in an enclosed area without sacraficing aesthetic value. Gaps between pickets prevent the fence from
completely blocking the surrounding view. Vinyl picket fences are generally shorter than other types of fences, often
measuring less than 4’ tall. For an elegant variation, consider a picket fence with arched or scalloped sections. Our
qualified sales professionals will help you make the right choice for your lifestyle and budget.
Code Approved Pool Fence

Enclosed Pickets with 7/8” x 3” Slats

Vinyl Enclosed Picket Fencing

Vinyl Enclosed Picket Fencing

P icket Fencing

We make our vinyl picket fences in our own factory to fit each project. Vinyl picket fences are a functional and dramatic
addition to any yard with years of great performance and are maintenance free. Call us today to transform your yard into
the yard of your dreams.

5’ High Enclosed Picket

Enclosed Pickets

Alternating Enclosed Picket

Enclosed Picket with 1 3/8 “ x 1 3/8” Slats
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“They installed new fence across the backyard, Beautiful work and they had the best price. It made everything look new, Great job!!!” (Angie’s List)

Enclosed Pickets

“We were so impressed with their work ethic and with the quality of the vinyl.” –Sharon R. (Yelp)
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Vinyl Picket Fencing

Vinyl Picket Fencing

Arched Picket Fence with Coachman Caps

Straight Picket with Classic Caps

Scalloped Picket Fence with Solid Gate

Hidden Fastener System

Scalloped Picket Fence with Classic Caps
and Nantucket Arbor

Scalloped Picket with Ball Caps
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“Your work was ‘First Class.’ Your punctuality most professional. Your expertise and goodwill were above expectations.” - Jeannine (E-Mail)

Straight Picket Fence with Spade Picket Caps

Scalloped Picket Fence with Dog Ear Caps and Gothic Post Caps

“We were so impressed with their work ethic and with the quality of the vinyl.” –Sharon R. (Yelp)
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Enclosures

Vinyl Enclosures

Vinyl Split Rail Fencing

Split Rail Fences

Privacy with Lattice Enclosure
Privacy Pool Equipment Enclosure

2 Rail Fence

Mocha Walnut Cross Rail Fence

Privacy Enclosure with Picket Accents

Privacy Pool Equipment Enclosure

Cross Rail Fence

3 Rail Fence

Diamond Rail Fence

“I am beyond happy with the results. The fence looks amazing!” -Pam H. (Yelp)
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1” Lattice A/C Enclosure

Lattice Enclosure
“My parents had used this company several years ago and were very happy as well.” -Nicole F. (Yelp)
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Gates

Vinyl Gates

Vinyl Gates

The perfect complement to your vinyl fence or existing blockwall is a vinyl
gate. With many styles, textures, heights, widths and colors to choose from,
there is virtually no limit to the design possibilities.

We offer high quality hardware in a powder coated finish (black or white)
with safety features such as lockable latches and deadbolts for complete
privacy and security. Our pedestrian gates are made of high grade 504
gauge stainless steel and have self-closing springs built in. Steal enforced sliding: double swing or single
swing driveway and rv access gates will guarantee ultimate performance and durability. Our in-house
welder will put together the steel frame at our fabrication facility, we then coat the entire frame in zinc
to ensure no rusting. The frame is then wrapped in our virgin vinyl materials so that no steel is visible.
These steal enforced gates can then be motorized or used manually with minimal effort.
Our extensive product line helps homeowners, designers, architects, and builders bring their ideas to life.

Privacy Gate with Arbor

Privacy Gate

Picket Gate

Privacy Gate

		

Mocha Walnut Gate with Accents and Optional Deadbolt
Arch Mocha Walnut Gate

“They were professional and the representative was attentive and answered all my questions.” -Sue D (E-Mail)
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Privacy Gate with Lattice

Privacy Gate with Picket Accent

Privacy Gate with Picket Accent

“This is our 3rd time using this company and they are just so professional and very reasonably priced.” -Nicol E. (Yelp)
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Vinyl Driveway Gates

Vinyl Driveway Gates

Single Swing Privacy Driveway Gate with Alternating Picket Accent

Picket Rolling Driveway Gate
Double Privacy Driveway Gate

Rolling Privacy Driveway Gate
Double Swing Picket Driveway Gate
“The fence looks great and have gotten many compliments from the neighbors!” -Scilla P. (Yelp)
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Driveway Gate with Accent
“I love my new gate and will use them again.” -Yolanda P. (Yelp)
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P-Channel

Railings

Reinforced Vinyl Railings

Reinforced Vinyl Railings

Enclosed Picket Guard Railing

We are committed to providing outstanding performance and quality in all of the products we offer. Our vinyl railings have aluminum p-channels added to the inside of both
the top and bottom rails for added strength and stiffness for an internally solid railing
that eliminates sagging or bowing. The weather-resistant vinyl construction will not
weaken over time from rotting, termites or water damage. Our innovative co-extrusion
process offers increased durability and UV protection, meaning no peeling, flaking or
discoloration.

Tapered Glass Guard Railing (No Top Rail)

When you choose a Vinyl Fence Depot railing, you can be sure it was engineered to last.
Call us today, we’ll show you the difference we can make to your project.
Classic Base Trim

Alternating Guard Rail

Tempered Glass Guard Railing
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Roman Baluster Railing

“Arthur and Harry are conscientious about treating their customers with timeliness and care. We appreciate Arthur and Harry’s expertise and formality
tremendously.” - Crerar D + Roxana C (E-Mail)

Railing with Baluster Posts
“An amazing job with introduction, explanation and layout. We had an excellent experience!” -Robert G. (Yelp)
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Block Wall Extension with Enclosed Picket
Block Wall Extension with Privacy Gate

Louvered Block Wall Extension

Add to the height, privacy, security and appearance of your existing block wall or
retaining wall with our vinyl block wall extension fencing. Most any style fence
can be adapted to be attached to the top of your wall. So as not to take away from
the beauty of your vinyl extension, all post supports (brackets, screws & hardware)
are internal and completely invisible. Our vinyl wall extensions are maintenance
free and will give you a lifetime of enjoyment with no rotting, termites, water
stains, cracking, chipping, peeling or fading.

Vinyl Block Wall Extensions

Vinyl Block Wall Extensions

Block Wall Extensions

Call or come by one of our showrooms and see how our courteous, qualified sales
professionals can help you find exactly what you need, so you can make a wise
and informed decision.

Block Wall Extension with Square Lattice

Block Wall Extension with Face Mount Post

Stucco Wall Extension with Privacy

Block Wall Extension with Enclosed Pickets
Block Wall Extension with Mocha Walnut Privacy

Stucco Wall Extension with Lattice

“We just had our vinyl fences installed by Vinyl Fence Depot and I can’t say enough good things about them.” -Yael H. (E-Mail)
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Louvered Extension with Face Mounted Post

“I am in the construction trade for over 30 yrs and have not ever had a better experience with a service company. I tried to find a flaw in product and install.
Tried but FAILED......This job is absolutely perfect.” -Sam M. (Yelp)
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Trellises

Our story is simple. More than a decade ago, we
began to design and build arbors that we thought
people all over America would love. The basic idea
was to replicate the warmth and traditional beauty
of New England design with the modern simplicity
of low-maintenance vinyl materials. We knew that
people who invested their hard-earned money in
our products would get the best of both worlds.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Newport
Nantucket
Fairfield
Westchester

B

An attractive trellis to showcase your
climbing plants, with a traditional look
and full of modern advancements; it
won’t fade, and requires no painting or
staining! Strong enough for climbing roses
or vegetables, our trellises are perfect for
training your climbing plants, providing
privacy and beautifying any area. Each
trellis is attractively designed and
maintenance free, because we want you to
spend your time enjoying our products,
not maintaining them. Each trellis is easy
to assemble, features a long warranty (20
years) – and if you need something, we’re
here for you!

A

C

Trellises

Vinyl Arbors

Arbors

D
London Trellis
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“Jack took on the challenge, was always upbeat, and his performance was superb. In my opinion Vinyl Fence Depot very much earned this
highest rating. “ -Tom S. (E-Mail)

Roman Trellis

Milan Trellis

Luxembourg Privacy Screen

Vienna Trellis
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Accessories

VFD - Double

VFD- Single

An address sign**, is a great way to say “Welcome”. These all-season ground mount address
signs will provide your property with years of elegance and sophistication, all with minimal
effort.

Handsomely detailed, mailbox posts* offer you
more than just a functional place to pick up your
mail. Installs easily over a standard 4x4 wood post.
There’s no easier way to create that welcome home
feeling than with a mailbox post.

On our Caps page, we offer a variety of specialty post caps including solar. These caps add an
additional decorative feature, but their PVC construction ensures they will be a perfect fit and
last just as long as your vinyl fence.
Long-lasting beauty, durability and quality make our planters the logical choice. A built-in water
reservoir encourages healthy plant growth by allowing plants to practically water themselves.

* mailbox not included.

Woodhaven

*Fixture and wiring not included.
**Address Plaque not included.

Liberty

Signature

(A) Statesville , (B) Solar Cap Black, (C) Signature Plus, (D) Newport Plus Double

Portsmouth

Winchester

Nantucket

“Good price and fantastic quick work. Would definitely use them again.” - Amy H. (E-Mail)
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Mailbox Posts

Vinyl Accessories - Mailbox Posts

Vinyl Accessories - Lamp Posts & Signage

Let the fun begin! Our large variety of accessories will create that final touch
starting with our Lamp Posts*. Low maintenance polyethylene lamp posts are a
great solution to your lighting needs.

A

B

C

D

“I would give this company 10 stars if I could. I have seen other neighbors use companies that have charged more and gotten less professional
results.” -Valerie B. (Yelp)
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A

A) Cambridge Tall
B) Nantucket Tall
C) Madison Rain Barrel
D) Cape Cod Window
E) Nantucket Window
F) Yorkshire Window
G) Huntington Garden Bed
H) Kensington Planter Box & Trellis
I) Cape Cod Planter Box
J) Cambridge Raised Planter

D
H

B

E
I

Decking

Vinyl Decking

Planter Boxes, Window Boxes & Rain Barrels

Planter
Boxes

Gorilla deck interlock design creates a water tight wood grain surface. This
minimizes substructure decay and gives a dry, usable area below. Vinyl
Decking is cool to the touch, easy on the feet, and nearly maintenance-free,
which ensures that no water will get into the substructure of the deck thus
helps lengthen the life span of the frame underneath the surface. The lockin design also hides any screws or fasteners that are used to secure the deck. No loose screws or
holes on the surface, one clean finish. The gorilla deck is perfect for second floor balcony additions;
you get a beautiful high quality surfaced living space up top and a nice solid leak proof patio cover
underneath to help keep you and your home cool in the summer and dry in the winter.

C

F

Mocha Walnut Interlocking Decking

Tan Deck with Double Step

J

G

Gray Decking
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“This company is the real deal. Not only do they do an amazing job, but they actually give you amazing customer service.” - Erin S. (E-Mail)

Adobe Deck with Single Step

“The vinyl is very thick and has a great finish. The finishing caps and lamps make it really elegant looking. Our back yard looks like a resort now.”
-Fred S. (Yelp)
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Caps

Solar
Wedge

Latches and Hinges are made from Stainless Steel and
Powder Coated to prevent rust and corrosion.
Federation
(optional upgrade)

Standard Lockset & Deadbolt
(optional upgrade)

Galaxy Solar
(optional upgrade)

(optional upgrade)

Drop Rod

Caps

Accessories

Hardware

Post Caps

Our vinyl fences offer the protection you want,
but they also look great. Stylish designs and
many different types of vinyl fence post caps
give you the exact look you want for your new
borders.

Picket Fence Caps
Dog Ears
7/8” x 3”
1” x 6”
Coachman

Combination & Key Lockset
(optional upgrade)

Tear Drop

Gothic

Gravity Latch

Spade

7/8” x 3”

External Pyramid

AquaLatch Magnetic
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(optional upgrade)

Standard Handle

(optional upgrade)

Double Sided Latch

Black Easy Adjusting Self Closing Spring Hinge

Ball

Classic

Pyramid

1 - 3/4” x 1 - 3/4”
1 - 3/8” x 1 - 3/8”

Post Caps available in 4” x 4” and 5” x 5”
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Established in 1994 Serving Southern California’s Vinyl Fence needs for over 20 years!

Vinyl Fence Depot
14700 Oxnard St., Van Nuys, CA 91411
(800) 70-VINYL Tel: (818) 989-9940 Fax: (818) 989-9946

Visit our website: www.outdoorvinylfence.com

Why VMA Certified?
Because Not All Vinyl Is Created Equal!

Vinyl Fence Depot
26210 Bouquet Canyon Rd., Santa Clarita, CA 91350
(855) VF DEPOT Tel: (661) 259-1900 Fax: (661) 259-1901

Visit our website: www.fencingcalifornia.com

vinyl.fence.depot
Since 2013

